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We have been waiting for this project for quite some time, since it was our first 

fiction writing yet! It was a thrill to be able to share some of the best superhero 

stories I knew and witness the excitement of everybody making their own. We 

thoroughly studied the 5 elements necessary in a story, found a catchy tune 

someone shared on it, and made our own video I’m sharing here.  

“Plot, character, conflict, theme, setting… Yes, these are the 

five things… That you will be needing… when you’re reading 

or writing… a short story that’s mad exciting!” 

__________________________________________________________ 

     
     To get our brainstorming going, 
     we read some stories for ideas, 
     looked through a list of the most 
     well known superheroes, and 
     started creating our very own! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

We then made a plot summary with main points of the 
introduction, rising action, climax, falling action, and 
resolution... similar to a roller coaster ride! 

 
Of course it wouldn’t be 
writing club without the 
many revisions, edits, and 
rereading. Most 
importantly, we made sure 
our 5 elements of a story 
were well developed. 
After all, as Mr. Roald Dahl 
said: “Good writing is 
essentially rewriting.” 

__________________________________________________________ 

 





Arena’s Adventure  
By Azka 

 

 Once upon a time, in Dream Island there lived a 12-year old girl named 

Arena. Dream Island is in Xroax and there were so many different creatures 

living in Xroax. However, in Dream Island every single creature was an elf. 

Arena’s parents had to go to Dragon Vale for 6 years and so Arena 

remained in Xroax with her grandmother so she could continue her school 

in Dream School. She was a special elf because she was born with the power 

to control dreams, although she hasn’t realized it yet, whereas normal elves 

could only see and watch the dreams of people on earth.  

 

 Arena was soo lazy to go to school that she often pretended that she 

was extremely sick. On the days she went to school, she was always tardy to 

school, arriving at nine o clock – which was two hours late. She never 

studied about dreams because she thought she was too weak to defeat the 

dream devils. The dream devils were elves that liked stealing spectacular 

dreams back in 2016. They like stealing spectacular, awesome, and cool 

dreams because they wanted to let people have nightmares, and dictated to 

whom they give the good dreams too. Dream devils used to help the elves 

but the King of Dreamland thought that Dream devils were trying to steal 

all the dreams, so they made rules that the Dream devils had to be 

separated with the elves in Dream Island.  

 



One day, Arena was looking out her window across the street. Because she 

happened to live across the National Bank of Dreams, she saw the dream 

devils were trying to take all the dreams in the Dream Safe. Arena was 

skeptic they could succeed since the dream safe lock was super hard to hack 

and super hard to solve, but they did it! All the cops were chasing them but 

they managed to disappear. On Earth, all the people were getting weaker 

because they couldn’t sleep or rest well. The elves could not help because 

the dreams that the dream devils stole were powerful dreams that kept the 

elves strong.  

 

While Arena was walking to school a couple days later, Arena found a 

map on the ground and she felt her heart telling her too follow it, even 

though she didn’t know where the map would lead her too. After all day 

following the map, she realized that the map was not taking her anywhere. 

Feeling foolish and extremely exhausted, she looked at the night sky and 

decided to make a shelter for the night and start her way back home in the 

morning.  

 

When she woke up the next day she found another map! She couldn’t 

figure out where it came from, but after studying the new map and 

combining the 2 maps together, she followed it anyway. The map now led 

her to a massive building, and as she was going inside the building she 

realized it was an old dream temple built in 1798, making it 1248 years old.  

 

The temple housed the deepest secrets about dreams, secretly written 

in the walls of the temple. One of the writings in the temple said that if you 

want to defeat the dream devils, you have to first kill at least 11 evil 



creatures. She just realized she had killed 27 dream devils with her power of 

controlling dreams. She had killed them after she read what it says on the 

wall of the temple and she killed them in the forest near by the temple but 

the temple was well hidden. As she continued to read, the dream devils 

suddenly found the Dream Temple.  

 

Arena saved herself by going to a person’s dream but the dream devils 

joined her to the dream. The dream devils brought a whole army. In the 

dream it was Arena vs 129 dream devils. Arena was super scared and she 

didn’t believe in herself at first. She was panicking and ready to give up, 

until she thought of a mountain attacking the dream devils. When she 

opened her eyes it was actually happening and she was so amazed on what 

she has done. Then Arena thought of 289 elves that were attacking the 

dream devils. A few minutes later all the dream devils were dead, Arena 

became the first ever elf to control a whole dream and she became a warrior 

because of that. Arena was so famous. 

 

Now Arena studies every day until she became smarter than her teacher. 

Arena received many awards for her bravery and she was so grateful she 

believed in herself. But she is always on guard just in case there will be an 

elf that will take revenge on Arena, so she promised herself to never stop 

learning and work hard. 

     

The End 

 





BY: ADHI 

Once upon a time, there was a man named Castard. He used to 

live in New York but after a couple of years he moved to Herotown in 

Yoman Island. He moved to Herotown because in New York there 

were too many reports of bank robberies, exploding bombs, and 

robbed houses. This all became too much for him, so he decided to 

pack up and return to his hometown. 

After the arrival of Castard at Herotown, the citizens of 

Herotown named him Captain Castard. Captain Castard had a very 

special power, he can whistle to get his dogs in helping him capture 

the bad guy. His dogs had been with him since he was a child since 

he gave the dogs an eternity potion.  

In Herotown, not all are heroes. The year was 2001 and in 

Herotown there was a super villain called Dr. Caniball. Dr. Caniball 

and Captain Castard had known each other for a very long time. In 

fact, he met Castard in elementary school where they were 



classmates. Unfortunately, beginning from their first few days in 

elementary school, Castard started bullying him and continued on 

through their childhood. Castard once did a major damage to his face 

that never healed and upset Caniball so deeply, that he never forgot. 

Even long after elementary school and Dr. Caniball became a 

professor in Engineering, Dr. Caniball still had secret ambitions to get 

his revenge on Castard.  

Dr. Caniball’s evil plan was to turn all the superheroes lazy, with 

his newest invention: the LAZ-O-TRONIC. But on the day Dr. Caniball 

wanted to strike his plan, Captain Castard didn’t know about the 

super weird plan because he was visiting his sister in Boston. So it 

was a VERY big chance for Dr. Caniball, because Captain Castard 

was at his sister’s place for 2 days, and not a single person in 

Herotown noticed.  

Three days had gone by after Dr. Caniball struck his plan. 

Captain Castard was very surprised once he arrived back to the now 

lazy and quiet Herotown. It took a while for Dr. Caniball to notice him 



by the security system. Dr. Caniball also wanted to attack Captain 

Castard, but they ended up in a duel. Their fight continued on for 10 

long years because Dr. Caniball had a very elite security system, 

while Captain Castard was equally smart, so no one had won. 

Captain Castard finally put an end to Dr.Caniball’s plan, starting 

by destroying the LAZ-O-TRONIC with his famous whistle to get the 

help of his dogs in destroying it. Then one by one everybody started 

to be diligent and life returned to normal.  

Captain Castard tried to persuade Dr. Caniball to change his 

ways. Dr. Caniball was thinking twice to be nice. In the end, he 

decided to be nice by being Captain Castard’s sidekick. They were 

later known as the C’s, and became among the most popular heroes 

in Herotown. 

The End 





                  

The Hidden Power 
By: Terra 

 

Once upon a time in 2104, there was a 14-year old kid named Thomas 

Spruce. He was an ordinary boy in his amazing city Bustania, Huma. Since he was 

small, his favorite subject had been Chemistry, and he enjoyed making potions and 

writing about his findings at home.  

Thomas Spruce had an older brother, James Spruce, who had two best 

friends called Duvington Yok and Spinachio Hayet. All three of them loved to 

watch Thomas do his Chemistry experiments and often helped Thomas in his lab. 

They were all nice boys in elementary, but in middle school Du and Spinach started 

to get into a lot of trouble. James was in a different school now, because James got 

accepted in a prestigious school, while his friends didn’t. Du and Spinach were still 

curious about chemistry and tried to do experiments on their own. Most of their 

experiments ended with explosions, but they thought it was fun, so they kept 

doing it and started to use the chemicals for evil. When James heard about the bad 

ways of his 2 best friends, he was so upset that he left the city. His last words 

before leaving was,” I will come back if Du and Spinach are good again,” and he 

was never seen again. 

In the following 14 years, Thomas Spruce missed his brother so much, that 

he exclaimed, “That’s it!  I have to make Professor Du and Dr. Spinach good again, 

so my brother will come back!”  He thought about how he could ruin their lab. 

Little did Thomas know that Du and Spinach had installed a hacking device in his 



                  
lab a long time ago and heard Thomas Spruce’s plan, so Du and Spinach wanted to 

prove a point by attacking Bustania.  

It was 12.00 PM, Saturday, January 12, 2116 and they started making 

people evil in Bustania. They attacked because they wanted to show Thomas they 

were unstoppable, but Thomas Spruce didn’t know it was about him. Through the 

attacks, Thomas noticed that a lot of the potions used were based on a lot of his 

experiments and figured out that they had a hacking device in his lab all this time. 

Suddenly, he remembered everything his brother said when James wanted to 

leave.  James said, “Check your phone on my thirty first birthday! I will help you.”  

On his birthday, he checked his phone and everything seemed clear, because his 

brother told him what he needed to know. 

He felt happy once he found out where Dr. Spinach and Professor Du were 

hiding, so he started to make potions that would make the villains good. His first 

experiment went completely wrong because his test subject danced while 

sleeping. His second experiment went almost right but it only lasted a few minutes. 

Finally, his third experiment went according to plan.  

 He poured the potion into his syringe and was on a mission to inject 

Professor Du and Dr. Spinach. Unfortunately, it was so much harder than he 

expected, because they ran much faster than Thomas Spruce. After several 

attempts, Thomas Spruce became frustrated. He was being as patient as possible 

but he couldn’t take it anymore. He was really stressed out that time. 



                  
 On one of his chases where Thomas almost caught them, he became so 

frustrated that he stomped his feet really hard and found out that he had 

superpowers. It turns out, his deep frustration and anxiety released his superpower 

of being able to travel 500 kilometers per second and see and pass through walls. 

Since then, his stomp always made him travel extremely fast.  

Thomas was excited because he travelled to Professor Du and Dr. Spinach’s 

laboratory in 1.35 seconds. They were really shocked by Thomas Spruce’s 

appearance. They fought with potions and chemicals but Thomas Spruce dodged 

every attack. Finally, Thomas injected them with style by jumping so high, spinning 

in the air and injected them. Just like that, Professor Du and Dr. Spinach became 

good people.  

 1 year later they were called The Amazing 3, and worked in the A3 lab. 

Thomas Spruce got a new name and it is Captain Speedy. They liked to help 

people, by carrying them to far places, helping them do things, defending them 

from danger, etc. The best part for Thomas was that James came back. 

-The End- 
 

 

Wait a second, that wasn’t the end. Okay. So, did you like my story? 

I would like to save trees. Please don’t print this. Go green. Follow me, this is my 

moral. Make a better future for all of us. Do it. Never print this. This is the real 

end. You must help me. Just for you. Learn from me. I am your teacher.  

Just admit it. 

The End 





Best Friends Forever? 
By: Kyrannika Windarwo 

 

  Once there was a girl named Milla……wait a second, that’s me! Hi, I’m Milla and I 

live in a small island called Melaila, it is a very beautiful island. It has gorgeous parks, 

beautiful buildings, and other wonderful places. I live in a small house with my mother, 

father, and my cat. Since I was small, I often spent my time making bracelets and necklaces, 

and I really enjoyed gardening.  

The year was 1988 and I was five years old, I was trying to plant flowers with my 

friend Kenny, which is short for Kendall. While digging, I found this gorgeous looking rock, it 

was purple, glowing and so shiny. Kendall also thought that it was a beautiful rock so I 

thought of sharing it with her, because I it was a pretty big rock and it was surprisingly 

pretty easy to break. Then, we spent the rest of the day making that rock into a bracelet for 

both of us. Afterwards, I remember she went home pretty early that day because she 

wanted to check her dog who had been home alone.  

Later that night, when it was getting pretty late, my dad hadn’t gotten home yet 

while my mom was watching television upstairs, it all started. I was just reading on the sofa 

and remember thinking to myself that I was thirsty but too comfy to move at the same time. 

Then I suddenly saw a mug floating in the air, it was terrifying! I ran to my parent’s room, 

but my mom was in a deep sleep! I cried “MOOOOOOOMMM!!! Your mug is floating in the 

aiiiiirrrr!!!!!” but she didn’t reply. The next second I saw my cat, who was lying at the foot of 

her bed, her mouth opened and I heard a voice saying “MEEEOOOWWW, I want to eat 

pleassee!” I looked around and saw nobody else there, I thought it couldn’t be my cat 

talking to me! The next second she shut her mouth and I think I read her mind!!!! 

“UUUGGGHHH why don’t humans get what I’m saying!!” 

I suddenly felt and realized that something was different with me. I instantly thought 

I had superpowers, because I definitely have never seen a mug float in the air and never 

heard a cat talk! So I ran as fast as I could to the kitchen and I tried to lift the mug again 

without touching the mug. The next thing that happened was I broke the mug into two, but 

one part of the broken mug was in the air! I was so excited that I must have lost my 

concentration and the next thing that happened was I dropped the remaining piece of the 

broken mug! My mom woke up because of the noise, ran down to the kitchen and she 

didn’t look happy, in fact she was very angry! I didn’t realize that I broke her favorite mug… 



Whooops! I didn’t know where to start explaining, so I decided to lie to my mom and say 

that I accidentally pushed the mug off the table. 

The next day, Kenny and I went to school together as we always do. “Milla… I think I 

got superpowers!” Kenny blurted out the moment we were alone. “I think I got 

superpowers too! I think it’s because of our bracelet Kenny….’Cause I’m pretty sure I didn’t 

have superpowers yesterday. “  

Since that day, Kenny and I had been trying to learn how to use the bracelet, slowly 

gaining more mastery in the ten years that has passed! It was a long journey, and we had 

discovered that our bracelet had different powers. Some of the powers in my bracelet 

included the ability to read minds, understand/talk to animals, and many less powerful 

abilities! We also had similar powers, like lifting small objects and shooting lasers. By that 

time, we have been excellent in controlling the powers from the bracelet. I couldn’t believe 

that we had been able to keep it a secret and self-taught ourselves to use the powers of the 

bracelet well! 

On 2nd of January 2003, was a sunny and normal day in Melaila. Kenny and I chose to 

ride the school bus to school that day. She was acting kind of weird and was keeping her 

distance, as if she was thinking hard about something. Later that day, Kenny visited my 

house to practice our superpowers like we often do. So, we went to my room and we tried 

to lift one of the objects in my room. “Milla, I think it’s time for us to try to lift heavy 

objects… it’s boring you know, to lift the same object over and over again. Wait a second…. 

what if we lift each other?!” I was already feeling unsure. ”Oh, come on Milla…are you 

scared….?” Kenny said bravely. Not wanting to be labeled a coward, I gave in and said “All 

right, fine... I’ll do it.” 

Kenny went first, she lifted her hand and suddenly a red laser was after me, and 

there was an awful pain on my head. She ran out of my room and she went home. It all 

happened so quickly that I was left so confused. I couldn’t figure out why she released her 

laser! And more upsetting, why did she run away. OOOWWWW!! My head hurts! I ran to 

the bathroom and looked at my reflection in the mirror, I saw a big red scar across my 

forehead.  It hurt so bad… I instantly thought I could be the next Harry Potter… but wait, I 

am a girl. Umm, perhaps I could maybe be Milla Potter…but it doesn’t rhyme with Harry 

Potter. Hmm… After some deep and profound thought, I decided I should take the name 

Sally Potter with my new scarf!!! 



Not long after Kenny had left, I went downstairs. My Mom was shocked when she 

saw me, “Milla!!! What is that on your forehead? What happened?? And why did Kendall 

run out of our house… she looked terrified! I asked her what happened and she said that 

you were mad at her!” As I was trying to make sense of this all, I reasoned that perhaps 

Kenny’s face looked terrified because she was scared that I would’ve been mad…. But then 

again, all the other times she has done something wrong she had never ran away, she had 

always apologized! So I yelled back “I wasn’t mad at her, she just ran away mom!” 

That night I ate dinner silently and went straight to my room, trying to process what 

happened earlier. The next thing I saw was the bright sun, which meant it was time to go to 

school. I was still trying to understand what happened the day prior and was planning to talk 

to Kenny after school. 

I went to school alone and Kenny wasn’t at school. So I tried to finish the rest of the 

day by myself, I felt so lonely without having Kenny around. Surprisingly, around twelve o’ 

clock, our teacher told us that we were going home early. I asked our teacher, Mrs. Green 

“Why are we going home early?” “A girl under the name of KK, aka Kicking Kenny, had been 

creating havoc in the city by shooting lasers at people and has been causing pretty big 

damage in the public spaces! She said that a girl named MM, aka Major Milla, had to give 

her a purple bracelet,” replied Mrs. Green. 

“Where is she now?” I asked. “She’s in Kahallo Street,” Mrs. Green blurted. I ran and 

ran, as fast as the wind blew. I went to Kahallo Street, the street was empty, people were 

running every which way, some buildings were on fire, and the only building that was still in 

on shape is the gardening shop and the bracelet shop. 

I went in to the gardening shop and I spotted Kenny in the corner of shop. She was 

waiting for me. “Well-well….look who we have here?” Kenny said sarcastically. To which I 

replied, “I heard that you wanted my bracelet Kicking Kenny…. You know that you don’t 

have to make this mess to take my bracelet. You could’ve just borrowed…and what’s the 

point of taking my bracelet anyway?! You have your own!” 

“All this time, I only had three powers in this bracelet…do you know how boring it is 

to use the same powers again and again! You have all the best powers that I don’t have in 

my bracelet! It’s not fair! But now I’m going to have all the powers!” she exclaimed. She 

shot a laser on me and threatened: “Give me the bracelet or else!”. “Or else what?” I 

replied. 



She lifted her hand and she released a fire…all I was thinking was ‘I never knew that 

she had those kind of powers!’ But then, everything became blurry and next thing I knew…. I 

was resting on a bed in the hospital and my bracelet was gone! Kenny must’ve took it! 

Kenny and her family came to visit. She wasn’t wearing my bracelet, she was wearing a red 

bracelet with purple rock which had always been her bracelet. She went to the toilet and 

when she came back I saw a purple rock hanging out of her pocket on her pants, the rock 

was hanging on a purple rope…wait a minute, that’s my rock!  

“Kenny! What’s that hanging out of the pocket of your pants?” I shouted. “Oh… 

that’s just a bracelet I found,” she lied. “Can I see the bracelet?” I asked. “NO!” she shouted. 

“Kendall! Your friend wants to see the bracelet, it’s just a bracelet. And she won’t break the 

bracelet anyway!” said Mrs. Lee, Kendall’s mother angrily. Kenny gave the bracelet to me 

and I realized that the rock shrunk! “Kenny…this is my bracelet! Why did you take it? And 

why did it shrink?” I exclaimed. “I didn’t take it from you… I found it at the Kahallo street 

and I wore it and somehow the rock shrunk.” 

“Kendall… did you take Milla’s bracelet?” asked Mrs. Lee. “Maybe…..” “Kendall!” 

shouted Mrs. Lee. “Okay I did…I wanted her cool bracelet because its sooo pretty,” Kenny 

quickly lied. Her mother was furious, “Say sorry to Milla and give her bracelet back Kendall!”  

She handed the bracelet to me and I saw her wrist wrapped with band-aids. “Milla, I 

want to talk to you later… alone,” she said in a very quiet whisper. It was lunch time and our 

moms left us inside the room because they wanted to buy us some food. “Milla, I am so 

sorry... I shouldn’t have taken your bracelet, I’m truly sorry.” Kenny apologized.  “It’s okay… 

but what happened to your wrist?” I asked softly. “Well, it’s a pretty long story… I tried 

using your bracelet and the rock got smaller and smaller… but then, the bracelet started to 

burn! It burnt my wrist…Oh, how my wrist hurts. Every time I tried to use the bracelet, it just 

got even smaller and it scratched my skin real hard….plus it burns, the paaaiiinnn…..thats 

why I took the bracelet off and kept it in my pocket everywhere I go,” she explained 

nervously. 

“I’m so sorry Milla,” Kenny said again. “Its okay… I just hope that we could be friends 

again?” I asked slowly. To which Kenny exclaimed, “Yes! I would really like that, and I 

promise I would never steal your stuff again.”  And we continued to be best friends… 

forever!           

The End 





 BOOKS IN WAR 
THE TRAGEDY OF 9000 

By: Sarayesha Fazila 
 

Chapter 1 – INTRODUCTION                              

Hello you! My name is Benny Bookly and I am a book. I know it seems 

weird that a book is writing a memoir, but I will explain that to you later. It has 

been almost 999 years since the tragedy of 9000. The year is 9999, I am now 

1369 years old and slowly dying.   

Now, let me explain. So where I come from, not all books are alive. My 

kind, which are alive, are here because of our ancestors who came from the 

sky in a pod and made more books by mating, though I will not go into detail 

about the mating process (because it is disturbing). The other kind, which are 

the non-living books, are either shipped from other planets or made by one us 

(the living kind). I also must introduce the villains in this tragedy or else you 

would be confused who the Technos are. So the Technos were I mean… are 

our enemies ….no spoilers right? The most powerful Technos are Lord 

Google, President Mozila Firefox, and King Internet Explorer. The other 

Technos are usually anything that is internet driven like Instagram, twitter, 

Facebook, Safari, and etc. (and sometimes the phone apps that can’t be 

deleted like calculator, camera, music, photos, and etc.)  All Technos can 

send out energy to anything and control the item that they have sent energy to, 

to do whatever it pleases. In the past, the 3 most powerful Technos have 

been fighting for control of the devices, but around the year of 9000 they 

joined forces and that’s when it all began. 

 

Chapter 2 – THE WARNING 



It was a normal day in Booktopia ,for me at least. I woke up like normal 

at 6:37 am and ate my breakfast, which was a delicious scraggloop sandwich 

(scraggloop is like blueberries and cheese together if you didn’t know) and a 

refreshing pencil smoothie. It was sooo good, it was as pleasurable as having 

the library all to yourself, which is considered heavenly according to the 

citizens of Booktopia and the city’s newspaper, Book News. I went in my white 

Papergini Car and as I was driving I noticed there was no one driving or 

walking, it was like a ghost town. Turns out everyone was either at work 

already or in their houses, I don’t know why but I remember thinking how very 

unusual it was. At work there were only 13 people. My boss said they were all 

sick, but how could almost 100 people be sick at the same day? My gut was 

telling me that they weren’t telling me the truth, maybe it was because of my 

powers… 

When I went outside the streets were filled with people but I noticed 

that some books were fading away and everyone was fine with that! Its like 

they didn’t even know that their friends were disappearing. I had to do 

something about it so, I went to the library instantly to gain knowledge about 

this. Unfortunately, after many hours I still had nothing.  

The next day, the first thing I did was look at the morning paper from 

Book News and it said that last night the Techno’s sent a message via the 

mail main. The only reason why they sent it via the mail man was because the 

books had no gadgets, therefore no e-mails. 

The message was: “Hello Books! It is I, Lord Google and I can see you 

have been noticing something strange in your pathetic little town. Well I have 

sent soldiers to the past to TERMINATE all your ancestors 

MUAHAHAHAHAHA, and the reason why I’m telling you this is because 

there’s nothing you can do about it… so DEAL WITH IT! The whole planet will 

be filled with us Technos. So you can say hello to the Technos and bye to 

everyone you love and know, So Sad Too Bad.” 

The whole of Booktopia panicked. We didn’t know what to do!   



30 MINUTES LATER 

I’VE GOT THE GREATEST IDEA EVER!!!! I WILL USE MY POWERS 

TO GO BACK IN TIME AND STOP THIS MADNESS. I decided to prepare 

and execute my plan on the 3rd day after the letter. I packed food, water, 

warm clothes, weapons, first aid kit, binoculars, and map. I dressed in my 

warmest clothes cause the winter of 9000 was so cold that you cold freeze a 

volcano in that winter. I gathered the bravest books in Booktopia and gave 

them each binoculars, weapons, extra clothes, and a backpack so they could 

carry the things around. Because I am the only one who can time travel we 

held hands and the energy spread.  

 

Chapter 3 – THE WAR 

3 2 1 GO! We arrived at the past in a heartbeat. We found a cave 

where we could make our home base and secure our things. We spotted the 

Technos and decided to attack. But suddenly…….. THEY EXCPECTED US 

TO BE THERE! We ran to an open field. My men and I stood on one side of 

the field and the Technos on the other. We stood face to face and it was 

WAR! Pages got ripped, screens were torn apart, lives were lost but heroes 

were made. The war ended tragically. We mourned for a few minutes but 

realized that the friends who have gone would want the survivors to continue, 

so we did, with many tears as our journey went on. 

We went back to our home base and healed every one. We had 

another war, but this time only 2 books and 1 Techno died. Because the 

Technos realized that death is not good we became friends. We called a truce. 

My men and I went back, but not all survived. When we came home it was 

Thursday, September 19, 9000 at 8:37 AM. Everyone was as happy as a 

unicorn, but how happy is a unicorn? 

THE END? 





ACCIDENTAL SUPERHEROES     

By: Rasyid 

 

Heyyyyy, is this story awesome? Wait what? Sorry, this 

should be in the end of the story. Okay then TIME OUT! TIME OUT! 

TIME OUT! LET ME FIX THIS! OKAY DONE, IMAGINE THIS PARAGRAPH 

WASN’T HERE. 

Once upon a time there were 2 boys, Doemon and Higalo, 

living in the town of Rohino, Jupiter. They were both 15 years 

old and were the best of friends. The two boys were on their way 

back from their school, Dreamo school. The date was 9 July 5007, 

and everything was high tech, almost everything was hovering 

because there were too many people and not enough land. Even 

many of the houses were hovering, and the boys were about to 

ride their hovering skateboards.  

  That day they were going to Doemon’s house to play and 

study. Once they got to Doemon’s house they greeted Doemon’s mom 

and headed straight to Doemon’s room. On their way up, they saw 

2 strangers who were trying to climb out of the window of 

Doemon’s room. One of the robber’s mask accidentally fell, and 

Doemon and Higalo instantly knew who he was. He was one of the 

most skilled robbers in all over the world, and the boys often 

saw his ‘wanted’ picture on TV and the newspaper. He was the 

evil and infamous Dr. Kani. 

Within a few seconds Dr. Kani knocked Higalo down. Doemon 

reached to press a button on a book shelf, and instantly blades 

from the walls of Doemon’s room were around the robbers. There 



were also some superhero costumes ready, so Doemon whispered to 

Higalo,” Put on the suit that has a star on it. I’m going to use 

the one with the D on it.” Higalo answered,” Hokey dokey, lets 

try to take them down.” The duo put on their suits and used 

their superpowers to take down the robbers, but the robbers 

managed to escaped by using Dr.Kani’s axe.   

Although these boys seemed like normal boys, they both had 

superpowers. Doemon got his superpowers when he accidentally 

drank his dad’s experimental potion when he was a toddler, which 

gave him the ability to shot lasers from his eyes and fly. 

Higalo also got his superpowers when his dad accidentally 

dropped a potion on Higalo’s foot and he became a speedy 

toddler. Both of the boy’s dads were scientists and since then, 

they had taught the boys to control their superpowers well. 

 Doemon sighed and mumbled,” They got away… I really think 

they are up to something.” Meanwhile, the 2 robbers that attacked 

Doemon and Higalo, Dr. Kani and Goloie returned to their laboratory 

totally exhausted. Dr. Kani and Goloie were so tired from turning 

13 people into zombies to build a zombie army. Dr. Kani mumbled,” 

I really wanted that blueprint in the that boys room, his grandpa 

built the bank and gave the blueprints to his grandson. That boy 

was him. How do I know? I used to be friends with the grandpa, and 

he looks exactly like him! But now we just have to do without it.”  

Back at the boys’ house, Doemon yelled,” Hey! I think they 

wanted the blueprint in my room to find the way to the diamond.“ 



So the superheroes flew around the bank and they saw that a 

zombie army was about to invade the bank.  

The duo shot lasers out of their eyes and attacked the 

zombies. Days passed and the superheroes used all of their might 

and… finally the superheroes defeated the zombies and the 

villains. The zombies had failed to get the blueprint and 

diamond. The zombies were turned into humans again. HORRAYYY! 

The superheroes got to see the president of Jupiter, with 

pictures in the front page of the newspaper and TV, and got $ 3 

million from the president as his way of saying thank you. The 

superheroes spent their money on a grand house. Everybody in 

Jupiter was safe and happy because of only two 15-year old boys. 

The superheroes always told all those that were inspired by the 

superheroes and wanted to be like them,” Always work as a team 

and I’m sure you can have a better chance to win.”   

 

THE END AND THANKS FOR READING  

 

LIKE THE STORY? Now me can ask IS THE STORY AWESOME HUH? 

DON’T FORGET TO SEARCH FOR  

FIVE ELEMENTS FOR A STORY/ FLOCABULARY! 
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